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MULTI-PURPOSE ACID CLEANER

The Sparkle Difference
Buckeye Sparkle is the only choice when it comes to a
mild, fast-acting, concentrated acid cleaner for use on
ceramic tile, porcelain, chrome, and stainless steel.
Sparkle is gentle enough for these sensitive surfaces,
but tough enough to clean areas only an acid cleaner
can handle.
Because of its outstanding versatility, Sparkle is a
superior acid cleaner. If you have hard water film, rust,
scale, or soap scum buildup that is hard to remove
without damaging your chrome or stainless steel,
Sparkle is the perfect solution. Its 36% phosphoric
acid formula quickly eliminates hard mineral films while
its special wetting action easily dissolves soap scum.
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Finally you can make all your wash basins, sinks,
drinking fountains, swimming pools, shower stalls,
stainless steel equipment, steam tables, dishwashing
machines, and a multitude of other surfaces and
equipment sparkle again without damage.
Gentle, yet extremely effective, Sparkle is the only
acid cleaner you will need for superior results in your
sanitary maintenance/cleaning program.

FEATURES
•

Mild, concentrated acid cleaner

•

Fast-acting

•

Versatile

•

Effectively removes hard mineral films and
soap scum without damaging surfaces
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MULTI-PURPOSE ACID CLEANER

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Dilute 1:10 (12 oz./gallon) for cleaning porcelain or stainless steel therapeutic baths,
stainless steel food processing and food service equipment, and stainless steel or chrome
animal cages.
Dilute 1:4 (32 oz./gallon) for general cleaning and film removal from ceramic tile and
grouting; chrome and stainless steel drinking fountains; porcelain wash basins, sinks, tubs,
and shower stalls; chrome and stainless steel restroom fixtures; toilets, dressing rooms and
floors (USDA C2) or steam tables.
Dilute 1 oz./3 gallons for a very effective floor neutralizer.
Use full strength for cleaning toilet bowls and urinals. Use accepted restroom cleaning
methods and always flush and rinse thoroughly.
These recommendations are for average soils and film conditions. They should be adjusted
for varying situations. Rinse thoroughly after using. Sparkle concentrate or its dilutions may
harm Formica®.
NOTE: Do not mix Buckeye Sparkle with ammonia, bleach or any other chemicals. Use on
older restroom fixtures, natural stone, aluminum, galvanized steel, resilient flooring, terrazzo
or carpeting may cause etching or other damage. Do not use on Formica® or Marble.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Phosphoric Acid

36.0%. ± 0.2%

pH Concentrate

Less than 1.0

Specific Gravity

1.23

Weight/Gallon

10.2 lbs

Color

Soft Purple
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